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The enhancement effect of optical absorption with core-shell gold nanoparticles on the surface of
wafer-based silicon photovoltaic devices has been studied. The obvious enhanced photocurrent is
observed, especially when the wavelength is above 800 nm, and the highest enhancement value is
about 14% around the wavelength of 1100 nm. The simulation results indicate that the presence of
dielectric coating shell could improve the surface plasmon based scattering effect at longer
wavelength range, which provides a good understanding of the experiment results. © 2011
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3559225�

The enhanced optical absorption in solar cells using
nanoscale structure and novel physical effect has received a
lot of attention in recent years.1 Utilizing noble metal nano-
particles with plasmonic effects is considered as one of the
promising methods for increasing the light absorption, and
consequently the conversion efficiency of photovoltaic
devices.2–8 The nanoparticles had been applied not only on
the front or on the rear of the active layer with the surface
plasmon enhanced scattering effect2–7 but also inside the ac-
tive layer with the local field enhancement effect near the
metal nanoparticles.8 However, the plasmonic enhancement
effect for increasing the conversion efficiency of photovol-
taic devices may be limited when the bare metal nanopar-
ticles are directly applied both outside and inside the active
layer, because those nanoparticles could be the recombina-
tion centers for light-induced electrons and holes as men-
tioned in Refs. 4, 6, and 8. And the plasmonic related scat-
tering and local field enhancement effect are hard to cover
the whole wavelength range of silicon response spectrum by
only varying the size and shape of the nanoparticles.4,6

In this paper, we propose to apply the plasmonic metal-
dielectric core-shell structure for increasing the conversion
efficiency of solar cells. Here, the plasmonic Au-citrate core-
shell nanoparticles are synthesized chemically and deposited
on the surface of wafer-based silicon photovoltaic devices.
The measurement results demonstrate that the enhanced pho-
tocurrent is obtained over almost the entire silicon response
spectrum. The obviously enhanced photocurrent is observed
above the wavelength of 800 nm. The highest value of pho-
tocurrent enhancement, as high as 14%, is realized at the
wavelength of 1100 nm. Compared with the research results
reported in Ref. 4, where gold nanoparticles were not coated
by the dielectric surrounding, the enhancement effect is more
obvious and moved to longer wavelength range. The reason
could be a decrease in surface recombination induced by
bare metal nanoparticles as well as an increase in scattering
cross section at longer wavelengths, due to the presence of
dielectric coating shell. Correspondingly, the numerical
simulations have also been carried out to provide a good

understanding of our experimental results. Furthermore,
we expect that varying the coating dielectric materials sur-
rounding metal nanoparticles can effectively tune the wave-
length of surface plasmon based enhancement effect,
since the wavelength is sensitive to the metal dielectric
environment.9,10

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the wafer-
based silicon photovoltaic device with Au-citrate core-shell
nanoparticles on the surface. The device is realized by apply-
ing the ion implantation method on a p-type Si wafer with
525 �m thickness to get the pn-junction and then fabricating
the electrodes on both sides of the device.

The colloidal gold nanoparticles with core-shell structure
are synthesized by the standard sodium citrate reduction
method.11 HAuCl4 ·4H2O �SIGMA-ALDRICH, 99.0%� and
sodium citrate �referred to as citrate, SIGMA-ALDRICH,
98.0%� are used as starting material and reducing agent, re-
spectively. This simple method can produce a stable, purple
solution of citrate coated gold nanoparticles, where citrate is
an electrostatic stabilizing agent for gold nanoparticles12 and
as a result, can effectively avoid the surface recombination
induced by the direct contact between metal and active ma-
terial. The size of gold core and the thickness of citrate shell
can be controlled by adjusting the ratio of HAuCl4 and cit-
rate, reactant concentration, reaction temperature and reac-
tion time. Figure 2�a� shows the transmission electron micro-
scope �TEM, JEOL 2010� photograph of an Au-citrate core-
shell nanoparticle.

a�Electronic mail: liu_fang@tsinghua.edu.cn.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic diagram of the photovoltaic device with
Au-citrate core-shell nanoparticles on the top.
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Then, by dropping the solution of Au-citrate core-shell
nanoparticles directly on the surface of the photovoltaic de-
vice and drying the sample, the fabrication of the device is
finished. Figure 2�b� is the photograph of the core-shell gold
nanoparticles deposited on the device surface under scanning
electron microscope �SEM, HITACHI S-5500�. It is shown
that the size of nanoparticles is in the range of 20–110 nm,
the concentration is about 1.9�109 cm−2, and the surface
coverage is about 12%. Meanwhile, some photovoltaic de-
vices without covering core-shell gold nanoparticles are re-
mained in the same wafer for comparison with the devices
with nanoparticles.

The photocurrent response spectra of the silicon photo-
voltaic devices �with and without Au-citrate core-shell nano-
particles� are measured by the standard solar cell relative
spectral response measurement system,13 which includes a
tungsten-halogen lamp �OSRAM�, a grating monochromator
providing monochromatic light, a filter wheel for the elimi-
nation of multispectral, a reference Si photodiode, a Si pho-
todetector, and a lock-in amplifier. With this system, the pho-
tocurrent response of the device under different wavelength
�from 300 to 1800 nm� can be obtained with high measure-
ment repeatability �the error �1%�.

Figure 3 shows the measured photocurrent response ratio
�Iph ratio� of photovoltaic devices with and without Au-
citrate core-shell nanoparticles as a function of wavelength.
For each curve, four groups of samples have been measured
and the average value and error bar are illustrated. Figure
3�a� shows the results of the samples with gold nanoparticles
size mainly within the range of 60–110 nm. It can be seen
that the enhancement on photocurrent response is obtained

over almost the entire silicon response spectrum. There is a
notable increase when the wavelength of incident light
�0�800 nm, and the increase reaches 14% around �0
=1100 nm. In Fig. 3�b�, when decreasing the average size of
gold nanoparticles �mainly within the range of 20–70 nm� by
adjusting the ratio of reactants �HAuCl4 ·4H2O and citrate�,
similar enhancement results have also been derived with
lower enhancement values at longer wavelengths due to the
size effect.2,4

This improvement results from the enhanced scattering
effect of incident light with plasmonic core-shell gold nano-
particles. Compared with the results reported in Ref. 4,
where the similar technique method was adopted, the en-
hancement is more obvious and occurs at longer wavelength
range in our experiment. This is because the citrate surround-
ing gold nanoparticles changes the local dielectric environ-
ment of surface plasmon resonance, which leads to a redshift
of surface plasmon resonance wavelength7,10 as well as an
increase in scattering cross section at longer wavelengths.
Meanwhile, the citrate shell could avoid the surface recom-
bination induced by bare metal nanoparticles, which could
decrease the photocurrent response, especially in the shorter
wavelength region.4,14 Furthermore, silver can be used in the
metal-dielectric core-shell structure to avoid oxidation,
which would have better performance than gold.

To understand the above results more clearly, the RF
module of the software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS

® is adopted
to simulate a model in two-dimension. As shown in the inset
of Fig. 4, a metal-dielectric core-shell nanoparticle is located
on the Si layer, where the diameter of the gold core D is
variable and the thickness of the coating shell is fixed at 10
nm. The periodic boundary conditions in x-direction are ap-
plied for considering the multiple scattering and cross-
coupling between neighboring nanoparticles. And the period-
icity of 230 nm in the x-direction corresponding to a
nanoparticle density of 1.89�109 cm−2 is consistent with
the actual concentration in our experiment. A plane wave
propagating along y-direction with unity amplitude is intro-
duced at the top boundary. By the way, the material disper-
sion of Au and Si has been considered.15

As the photocurrent is proportional to the light absorp-
tion in the silicon, the increase in the light characterized as
the electric field intensity could be considered as the increase
in the photocurrent in the photovoltaic device. Therefore, the

FIG. 2. �a� The photo of TEM showing an Au-citrate core-shell nanoparticle
located at the edge of carbon film on the microgrid. �b� The photo of SEM
showing the Au-citrate core-shell nanoparticles deposited on the device
surface.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Measured photocurrent response ratio �Iph ratio� of
four groups of devices with and without Au-citrate core-shell nanoparticles
as a function of wavelength. Nanoparticles’ sizes mainly range �a� from 60
to 110 nm and �b� from 20 to 70 nm.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The simulation result of enhancement ratio �R� with
and without Au-citrate core-shell nanoparticles as a function of wavelength.
The inset shows the schematic diagram of the simulation geometry.
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ratio �R� of the light propagating into the silicon region for
the model with and without core-shell nanoparticles could be
considered as the ratio of photocurrent responses in the
experiment,4 which means that the vertical axes of Figs. 4
and 3 are equivalent. It is obvious that the peak value of R
increases and redshifts with the size of nanoparticles, owing
to the larger surface plasmon enhanced scattering cross sec-
tion at longer wavelength range. The dip for each curve
when �0 is about 500 nm results from the backward scatter-
ing and the excitation of localized surface plasmon reso-
nance of nanoparticles.4 Although the actual situation �nano-
particles within a size range are randomly distributed� is
more complicated than the simulation model, it can be no-
ticed that the experiment and simulation results have the
same trends by comparing the curves of Figs. 3 and 4. First,
the enhancement effect is more obvious in the longer wave-
length region. Second, the larger nanoparticle size corre-
sponds to the higher enhancement value.

In conclusion, enhanced optical absorption by applying
the plasmonic core-shell gold nanoparticles on the top of
wafer-based silicon photovoltaic devices has been investi-
gated experimentally and numerically. The obvious photo-
current enhancement is observed when the wavelength of
incident light is above 800 nm. The highest enhancement, as
high as 14%, is obtained around the wavelength of 1100 nm.
And the simulation results help us understand the increasing
photocurrent performance in the near-infrared wavelength
range in the experiment. Considering the poorly optical ab-
sorption of thin film absorber materials, the efficiency en-
hancement based on plasmonic metal-dielectric core-shell
nanoparticles would be more obvious for thin film solar cells
and detectors.
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